INSIDE TREASURY

TREASURY TECHNOLOGY
Selecting the Right Treasury System
The latest Treasury in Practice Guide, underwritten by Kyriba, explores the ins and outs of selecting a treasury system.

RISK MANAGEMENT
Preparing for the LIBOR Transition
Jennifer Earwes of Navient provides treasurers with a checklist of what to do to prepare for the transition from LIBOR to SOFR.

2018 AFP LIQUIDITY SURVEY
Tax Cuts Don't Result in Increased Spending
The 2018 AFP Liquidity Survey, underwritten by State Street Global Advisors, found that 40 percent of companies are not increasing their spending in the wake of corporate tax reform.

PODCAST
Why Ron Insana is Skeptical of Bitcoin
CNBC and MSNBC contributor Ron Insana offers his thoughts on blockchain (bullish) and bitcoin (bearish).

AFP 2018
Everyday Blockchain: Simple as Possible
AFP 2018 speaker Francesco Tonin of Bloomberg, discusses what could lead to or prevent widespread adoption of blockchain.

THE RISE OF A NEW UNIVERSE IN PAYMENTS
Discover in Serrala's whitepaper how CFOs can achieve clarity by viewing cash-in, cash-out and treasury as one integrated process.

MINIMIZE RISK AND EARN A RETURN
Keep your business’s excess cash secure, earn a return, and preserve liquidity with Insured Cash Sweep. An excellent cash management alternative to prime funds, repurchase agreements, and other traditional investment vehicles. ICS offers access to multi-million-dollar FDIC insurance.

WEBINAR
AFP Executive Guide to Treasury’s Impact on the Financial Statements
July 31, 2018
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. ET
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